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Augmented Reality Marketing

Augmented Reality &
Interactive Print
Made Easy!
UnifiedAR is a low cost self service Interactive Print
(Augmented Reality) platform built specifically for
printers and marketers (not developers) … no
technical experience required.
UnifiedAR allows marketers to simply upload artwork,
corresponding video or 3D and set measurable calls
to action for each campaign. Campaigns can be set
up in as little as 60 seconds and powerful customer
campaign activity is reported on in real time.

Click on the image above or scan QR code to see what
UnifiedAR is all about.

What is Augmented
Reality or
Interactive Print?
Interactive Print (Augmented Reality) brings together
the power of print and the versatility of digital to
provide marketers with one of the most effective
integrated communication mediums available today.
Interactive Print layers immersive and measurable
digital content over printed material to literally bring
it to life. Print is the new hero in omnichannel
marketing!
Some examples of print that can be brought to life:
When it comes to Print and Digital, it has never been
truer that the sum of the whole is greater than the
parts. Print has evolved!

“

Direct Mail
Magazines & publications
Signage & banners
Packaging

Interactive Print (Augmented Reality)
has been shown to increase Direct Mail
response rates from an average 2-3% to
a massive 35% (Ricoh USA)

”
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Augmented Reality Marketing

UnifiedAR Features
UnifiedAR’s purpose built solutions are perfect for
Printers, Agencies and Marketers wanting to easily and
cost effectively implement Interactive Print (AR) into
their omnichannel marketing strategies.
Our core solutions include:
App AR and WebAR (no apps required)
Simple to use campaign management platform
White label App and WebAR solutions
Partner Program with 50% price discounts*

Scan the QR codes
and follow the

SDK (Integration tools) for adding AR to other apps

instructions to see

* Perfect for Printers and Agencies that want to provide
customers with Interactive Print (AR) solutions.

WebAR versus App AR
in action.
WebAR

AppAR
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Attract customers with a brand experience they won’t forget.
Deliver AR experiences with your own branded WebAR splash
pages and AR apps.
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